


Richardson, Ron. 1952 – 1995. Tony Award winning actor (Big River). Lived in an apartment in MTV.

Root, Wayne Allyn. 1961 – . TV political commentator and politician. Born in MTV.


Sarnoff, David. President of RCA and NBC. 1891 – 1971. Lived in MTV 1921 – ?


Shabazz, Betty. 1934 – 1997. Educator and civil rights advocate. She was the wife of Malcolm X. Lived and died in MTV.


Simms, Milton. Sculptor.


Smooth, J. B. 1965 – . Actor (Curb Your Enthusiasm). Raised in MTV.


Taft, Dr. Charles Sabin. 1835 – 1900. Attended President Lincoln at Ford’s Theater. Died in MTV.


Williams, Gus. 1953 – . Professional basketball player. Born in MTV. MTV HS.


Woods, Sylvia. 1926 – 2012. Restaurateur who co-founded the landmark restaurant Sylvia’s in Harlem. Lived and died in MTV.
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Akeju, Camille. Director of the Anacostia Community Museum. Grew up in MTV.

Albano, Lou. 1933 – . Professional wrestler and manager. Grew up in MTV.

Allen, Debbie. 1950 – . Singer and Actress (Fame).


Angello, Joe. All American football player. Grew up in MTV.


Armstrong, Bo. 1956 – . Rapper, record producer, and entrepreneur. Grew up in MTV.


Bailey, James Anthony. 1847 – 1906. Circus showman (Barnum and Bailey Circus). Grew up in MTV.


Barber, Wilfred C. 1903 – 1935. Pulitzer Prize (1936) winning poet. Grew up in MTV.


Barrymore, John. 1831 – 1882. Actor. Grew up in MTV.

Barrymore, Kate. 1879 – 1959. Actress (The Glass Menagerie). Grew up in MTV.

Barrymore, Olive. 1915 – 1957. Actress (Dance, Girl, Dance). Grew up in MTV.

Barnes, William T. 1919 – 2012. U.S. Secretary of Commerce. Grew up in MTV.

Barry, Ted. 1946 – . Actor (The Big Chill). Grew up in MTV.


Bassett, Ben. 1847 – 1905. Actor. Grew up in MTV.


Belafonte, Harry. 1925 – 2013. Singer, actor, and civil rights activist. Grew up in MTV.


Belafonte,溶。1927 – 2012. Actor (Sophie's Choice). Grew up in MTV.


Belafonte, Nikki. 1928 – 2012. Actress and singer. Grew up in MTV.


Belafonte, Roger. 1932 – 2012. Actor (Roots). Grew up in MTV.


Bennett, Marsha. 1943 – . Actress (The Bold and the Beautiful). Grew up in MTV.

Bennett, Patti. 1953 – . Jazz musician. Grew up in MTV.

Benett, Lawrie. 1878 – 1938. Sculptor. Grew up in MTV.

Bennett, Elizabeth. 1933 – 1989. Actress (Carnival). Grew up in MTV.

Benjamin, Ira. 1930 – 2012. Playwright and political theorist. Grew up in MTV.

Benjamin, sailing ship. Name and image associated with the slave trade. Grew up in MTV.

Benjamin, Samuel, Jr. 1734 – 1792. Writer. Grew up in MTV.


Bennett, Tony. 1936 – 2017. Singer and actor. Grew up in MTV.


Bennett, Will. 1925 – 2003. Actor (Heaven Knows Mr. Allison). Grew up in MTV.

Bennett, Willard. 1872 – 1939. Actor. Grew up in MTV.


Bennett, Tony. 1936 – 2017. Singer and actor. Grew up in MTV.


